A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO RESTRICTION ENDONUCLEASES
=================================================

Restriction endonucleases (REases) are an indispensable tool for DNA manipulation in molecular biology. From routine DNA cloning to detection of DNA sequence polymorphism ([@B1],[@B2]) to CpG methylation profiling ([@B3]), analyses of gene expression in serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) ([@B4],[@B5]) and most recently sample preparation for high-throughput DNA sequencing ([@B6],[@B7]), molecular biologists need REases. The discovery of these useful enzymes can be traced back to the research into the physiology of bacteriophage infection in the 1950s where bacteriophage isolated from one *Escherichea coli* strain were 'restricted' from infecting another ([@B8],[@B9]). Many of the first REases to be discovered, such as EcoKI and EcoBI, have not become widely used in the manipulation of DNA because they are Type I REases that recognize bipartite sequences separated by 6--8 nt and cleave anywhere near the recognition site to thousands of nucleotides away. Instead, it was the characterization of first few Type IIP REases such as HpaI, HpaII ([@B10; @B11; @B12]), EcoRI ([@B13]) and HindIII ([@B14]) in the early 1970s that allowed the cleavage of DNA in a predictable and consistent manner. The commercial availability of more REases that followed jump-started the modern era of molecular biology ([@B15]).

The number of characterized REases of all types has increased greatly since the 1980s in the midst of advances in DNA sequencing technologies and exogenous expression systems in *E. coli* ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Many endonucleases are now classified as REases based on their specific recognition sequences and their catalytic activity, without verification of their phage-restricting activity in the host cells. When experimental characterization is absent, ORFs that contains conserved REases catalytic motifs and are located in the vicinity of an ORF that shows homology to characterized MTases (for Type II REases) or that contain conserved motifs (such as specificity domain of Types I and III) are annotated as putative REases in REBASE ([@B16]). Figure 1.Cumulative number of putative and non-putative R and fused RM genes from 1969 to 2009. The red shaded region indicates the cumulative number of non-putative R and fused RM genes; the blue shaded region indicates the cumulative number of putative genes.

Almost every newly sequenced microbial genome contains ORFs that show notable homology to existing R-M systems. REases are found to have different molecular architectures, sequence requirements for recognition, modes of cleavage and cofactor requirements. They are classified into four main types: Type I through IV ([@B17]). Type IIP is the best studied and most widely used type of REases because of their palindromic DNA-recognition sequences and their ability to generate consistent product ends that can be modified or ligated together. There are presently 304 known, distinct Type II specificities (as of June, 2010) represented by 3800 characterized ORFs registered in REBASE. More than 3000 putative genes are yet to be characterized \[([@B16]); <http://rebase.neb.com/cgi-bin/statlist>\].

Type IIP REases recognize and cleave within palindromic dsDNA sequences that are usually 4--8 bp in length. These enzymes are usually homodimers where each of two subunits recognizes a single half-site of the DNA target. Therefore, Type IIP REases always recognize palindromic sequences. Related Type IIF enzymes are tetramers (i.e. dimers of dimers) that display similar binding of individual DNA half-sites by individual protein subunits and cleavage of palindromes. Unlike Type IIP enzymes that bind one site at a time, these tetrameric REases usually bind two target sites, cleaving one or both in an allosteric or cooperative manner. In either case, residues that are responsible for target sequence recognition are embedded within the DNA cleavage site, such that cleavage always occurs within the recognition sequence \[reviewed extensively in ([@B15],[@B18; @B19; @B20; @B21; @B22])\].

There are, however, naturally occurring endonucleases that make single-strand breaks. These nicking endonucleases (NEases) invariably recognize non-palindromes. They can be *bona fide* nicking enzymes, such as frequent cutter Nt.CviPII (^∧^CCD; D = A, G or T; ^∧^ denotes the cleavage site) ([@B23]) and Nt.CviQII (R^∧^AG; R = A or G) ([@B24]), or rare-cutting homing endonucleases (HEases) I-BasI and I-HmuI, both of which recognize a degenerate 24-bp sequence ([@B25; @B26; @B27]). As well, isolated large subunits of heterodimeric Type IIS REases such as BtsI, BsrDI ([@B28]) and BstNBI/BspD6I ([@B29; @B30; @B31; @B32]) display nicking activity.

NEases have historically been less well-studied and exploited than their ds-cleaving cousins, because they can escape detection by conventional methodologies for screening REases using long but linear DNA substrates (such as λ DNA). Nevertheless, there has been continuous progress in the discovery of natural NEases and engineering of NEases from Types IIS and IIA REases and LAGLIDADG HEases. That has also led to discoveries of different cleavage mechanisms of these interesting enzymes.

TYPES IIS AND IIA REases
========================

The discovery of Type II REases that cleave outside of their recognition sites led to the designation of the 'S' subtype which refers to 'shifted cleavage' ([@B33]). The definition was later revised to 'asymmetric recognition and cleavage sites' to highlight the asymmetric nature of the recognition sites. There are, however, Type IIA REases that recognize asymmetric sequence but cleave symmetrically within the recognition sequences (BbvCI cleaves 2 nt downstream of the 5′-end of each strand of CCTCAGC) ([@B17]). Studies of these REases that recognize asymmetric sequences have revealed cleavage mechanisms drastically different from those of Type IIP REases. Many Type IIS REases contain separated DNA-binding domain and DNA-cleavage domain, as has been illustrated in the case of FokI ([@B34],[@B35]), BfiI ([@B36],[@B37]) and MnlI ([@B38]). Unlike most Type IIP REases that possess the canonical PD-(D/E)XK catalytic motif, the catalytic site of Type IIS REases comes in a variety of flavors: ββα-metal motifs similar to those found in non-specific nucleases such as colicins and Holliday junction resolving T4 endonuclease VII, a range of variants of the canonical PD-(D/E)XK catalytic motif and the phospholipase D motif that cleaves DNA without the requirement of divalent metal ions. Whereas Type IIP REases dimerize and bring two catalytic subunits together to make a cut on each DNA strand close enough to result in a ds break, Type IIS REases adopt different approaches for DNA binding and cleavage. For example, the cleavage of the two strands of the ds target sequences of some Type IIS REases has been shown to be strictly sequential (e.g. BfiI, Mva1269I and FokI). The following classification of Type II REases that recognize asymmetric sequences is made based on their molecular architecture and their mode of ds cleavage ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Figure 2.Five classes of restriction endonucleases that recognize asymmetric sequences and their nicking variants. Class I: homodimeric with one catalytic site per protein chain. Class II: monomeric with two catalytic sites per protein chain. Class III: heterodimeric with one catalytic site per protein chain; the large subunit is active in the absence of the small subunit. Class IV: heterodimeric with one catalytic site per protein chain; the two subunits are of comparable size and none of the monomers is active in the absence of the partner. Class V: homodimeric with a half catalytic site (phospholipase D-type) per protein chain. In Classes II and IV, information on the segregation of the DNA-binding domain and the DNA-cleavage domain is not available. Therefore, single semicircles are used to represent a combined DNA binding/cleavage domain. In all cases, mutations that inactivate the cleavage activity are indicated. Table 1.Classes of Type II restriction endonucleases that recognize asymmetric sequences and examplesClass I (one catalytic site per protein chain; act as homodimers)    FokIGGATG 9/13    MlyIGAGTC 5/5    AlwIGGATC 4/5Class II (two catalytic sites per protein chain; act as monomers)    Mva1269IGAATGC 1/--1    BsrIACTGG 1/--1    BsmIGAATGC 1/--1    BtsCIGGATG 2/0Class III (one catalytic site per protein chain; act as heterodimers; the large subunit is active in the absence of the small subunit)    BtsIGCAGTG 2/0    BsrDIGCAATG 2/0    BstNBI/BspD6IGAGTC 4/6Class IV (one catalytic site per protein chain; act as heterodimers; neither of the monomers is active in the absence of the other subunit)    BbvCICCTCAGC --5/--2    Bpu10ICCTNAGC --5/--2Class V \[half of a catalytic site (phospholipase D-type) per protein chain; act as homodimers on each strand sequentially\]    BfiI/BmrIACTGGG 5/4

Class I: one catalytic site per protein chain; act as homodimers
----------------------------------------------------------------

Examples of this class of enzymes are Type IIS REases FokI, MlyI and AlwI. FokI is the prototypic Type IIS REases due to its early discovery and extensive characterization. FokI possesses a C-terminal PD-(D/E)XK catalytic motif and an N-terminal DNA-binding domain. FokI binds to the recognition site GGATG as a monomer but transiently dimerizes via its DNA-cleavage domain in order to make a ds break 9- and 13-bp downstream at the top and bottom strand, respectively ([@B39; @B40; @B41]). In this mode of cleavage, the DNA recognition domain of one of the monomers is bound to its recognition sequence, while the recruited monomer does not have to be ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Evident suggested that free FokI molecules in solution display a higher affinity toward DNA-bound FokI monomers than towards unbound recognition sites, so that a bound FokI monomer efficiently recruits a second monomer to make a ds break even at a low enzyme to substrate ratio ([@B42]). On the other hand, the cleavage rate of a two-site substrate is over 10-fold faster than a one-site substrate, suggesting that two FokI monomers bound to separate sites in the same DNA molecule associate with each other even more readily than one bound and one free monomer ([@B42]). In a two-site substrate, one of the sites is cleaved more efficiently than the other, suggesting a regulatory role of the slow cleavage site ([@B42]).

By mutating residues in the DNA-binding domain and the DNA-cleavage domain, Halford and colleagues recently showed that the monomer bounds to the top strand of the target sequence cleaves the bottom strand and the recruited monomer cleaves the top strand ([@B43]). When Asn13 of the DNA cleavage domain is mutated to tyrosine and Asp450 of the DNA-binding domain to alanine, a mixture of this N13Y/D450A mutant with a stochiometric ratio of wild-type FokI becomes more efficient in nicking the bottom-strand than making a ds break ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The top strand is still cleaved at a lower rate, because homodimerization of the wild-type FokI leads to cleavage of the second strand. On the other hand, when the DNA-cleavage domain mutant (N13Y) was mixed with the DNA-binding domain mutant (D450A), only the top strand is cleaved ([@B43]), generating a useful top-strand nicking enzyme ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Disruption of dimerization can also result in nicking variants of Class I enzymes. Existing as monomer in the absence of target DNA, MlyI dimerizes on the target DNA to make a blunt end ds cleavage 5-nt downstream of GAGTC ([@B30]). Mutations that abolish the dimerization of MlyI results in a variant that nicks the top strand of the substrate ([@B44]). Similarly, impairing dimerization of AlwI (GGATC 4/5) by swapping the C-terminal amino acid sequence with that of Nt.BstNBI results in a top-strand nicking AlwI variant ([@B45]).

Class II: two catalytic sites per protein chain; act as monomers
----------------------------------------------------------------

Type IIS REases Mva1269I, BsrI, BsmI and BtsCI are examples of this class of enzymes. Mva1269I (GAATGC 1/−1) contains a canonical PD-(D/E)XK and a non-canonical PD-X~n~-E-X~12~-QR catalytic site and exists as a monomer in both solution and DNA-bound form. Mutagenesis experiments have identified two catalytic sites where the N-terminal non-canonical catalytic site cleaves the bottom strand and the C-terminal canonical catalytic site cleaves the top strand of the target sequence ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, cleavage of the bottom strand is a prerequisite for the cleavage of the top strand, as substitution of the scissile phosphodiester bond at the bottom strand with phosphorothioate linkage attenuates the cleavage of the top strand but not *vice versa* ([@B46]). This nick-induced cleavage of the opposite strand has also been reported in Holliday junction-resolving T7 endonuclease I ([@B47],[@B48]) and BfiI (ACTGGG 5/4) ([@B49],[@B50]), although little homology is found between Mva1269I and T7 endonuclease I, and a completely different catalytic mechanism is employed by BfiI (see below).

Sequence alignment has revealed the homologous catalytic sites BsrI (ACTGG 1/-1), BsmI (GAATGC 1/--1) and BtsCI (GGATG 2/0). By optimization of mutations at each of the catalytic sites, BtsCI mutants that efficiently nick the top or the bottom strand specifically have been created ([@B51]).

Three thermostable Type IIS enzymes that recognize related sequences \[BsaI (GGTCTC 1/5), BsmAI GTCTC (1/5) and BsmBI CGTCTC (1/5)\] have also been proposed to contain two separate catalytic sites ([@B52]). By a combination of random mutagenesis and selection, top-strand (R236D) and bottom-strand nicking variants (N441D/R442G) of BsaI have been created with negligible ds-cleavage activity ([@B52]). Equivalent mutations have been incorporated into BsmAI and BsmBI. For BsmBI, variant R233D is a top-stranded nicking enzyme with a low level of ds-cleavage activity. Variant R438D nicks the bottom strand with no observable ds-cleavage activity. For BsmAI, variant R221D is a top-strand nicking without observable ds-cleavage activity. However, the bottom-nicking BsmAI variant created by replicating the bottom-strand nicking mutations of BsaI still exhibited substantial ds-cleavage activity. Additional mutagenesis had only yielded top-strand nicking enzyme variants. On the hand, by using a randomized mutagenesis approach in combination with a stand-specific nicking activity selection methodology, top- and bottom-strand nicking variants of SapI (GCTCTTC 1/4) have been identified (see below) ([@B53]). Similar amino acid substitutions introduced into BspQI, a thermostable isoschizomer of SapI, have resulted in BspQI nicking variants ([@B54]).

Class III: one catalytic site per protein chain; act as heterodimers; the large subunit is active in the absence of the small subunit
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Biochemically characterized examples include Type IIS enzymes BtsI, BsrDI, BspD6I and BstNBI. BtsI (CGAGTG 2/0) and BsrDI (GCAATG 2/0) recognize similar target sequences and cleave at the same position. They possess the same catalytic sites as the Class II enzymes Mva1269I, BsrI and BsmI, but in separate protein subunits ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The large subunits contain a canonical PD-(D/E)XK catalytic motif similar to the C-terminal domain of Mva1269I, whereas the small subunits contain a non-canonical PD-X~n~-E-X~12~-QR catalytic motif that resembles the N-terminal catalytic site of Mva1269I ([@B28]). These Type IIS REases are also classified as Type IIT because of their heterodimeric architecture. In the heterodimeric state, BsrDI and BtsI cleave their target sequences on both strands. Intriguingly, the isolated large subunits of both enzymes nick the bottom strands of their target sites efficiently ([@B28]). The large subunits of BtsI and BsrDI are therefore named Nb.BtsI and Nb.BsrDI, respectively. Interestingly, the isolated small subunits of both enzymes do not display any nicking activity ([@B28]). In an attempt to show that the small subunits actually carry an active DNA cleavage site and to develop top strand-nicking enzymes, the catalytic site of the large subunits of both BtsI and BsrDI were inactivated through mutagenesis. The reconstituted heterodimers, consisting of the wild-type small subunits and cleavage-deficient large subunits (L^−^S^+^) nick the top strand specifically, resulting in top strand-nicking Nt.BsrDI (GCAATG 2/−) and Nt.BtsI (GCAGTG 2/−) ([@B28]). It also shows that each of the large and small subunits of BtsI and BsrDI carry an active DNA-cleavage site that cleaves the bottom and the top strand, respectively.

A similar molecular architecture has been reported in the heterodimeric BstNBI/BspD6I (GAGTC 4/6) REases, which are identical proteins described by two independent groups. In both cases, the large subunits were initially identified as top-strand nicking enzymes ([@B29; @B30; @B31]), while later reports indicated that the presence of a smaller protein encoded by the adjacent ORF resulted in ds cleavage activity ([@B32]) (G. Wilson and H. Kong, personal communication). Similar to BsrDI/BtsI, the small subunit possesses a catalytic site that is only functional when complexed with the large-nicking subunit. The crystal structures of Nt.BspD6I and its small subunit (ssBspD6I) show that although overall sequence similarity is low, the DNA-binding domain of Nt.BspD6I is structurally homologous to that of FokI ([@B55]). More interestingly, the ssBspD6I has relatively high-sequence similarity and structure homology to the catalytic domain of the large nicking subunit ([@B55]), suggesting two possible routes of evolution of BspD6I: (i) duplication of the catalytic domain as the small subunit; (ii) deletion of the DNA-binding domain of one of the subunits of an ancestral homodimeric BspD6I REase; followed by additional selective pressure that optimized the amino acid sequence of the small subunit for dimerization and second-strand cleavage activity. Resolution of more atomic structures of this class of heterodimeric Type IIS REases will tell if this apparent domain duplication phenomenon is typical.

Class IV: one catalytic site per protein chain; act as heterodimers; neither of the monomers is active in the absence of its partner
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Type IIA BbvCI REase (CCTCAGC −5/−2) has an interesting variation of the heterodimeric molecular architecture. Unlike Type IIS BtsI and BsrDI, where the subunits differ in size substantially (38 kDa versus 18 kDa in BtsI, 56 kDa versus 25 kDa in BsrDI), the two subunits of BbvCI are comparable in size (31 and 32 kDa, respectively). Neither isolated subunit of BbvCI can nick DNA ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). However, when rendered catalytically inactive by mutagenesis, the R1^−^R2^+^ heterodimers nick the top strand of the target sequence, while R1^+^R2^−^ heterodimers nick the bottom strand only ([@B56],[@B57]). This indicates that each of the R1 and R2 subunits contain a catalytic site that cleaves the bottom and top strand of the target sequence, respectively. It also implies that each subunit has its own DNA-binding domain that recognizes half of the recognition site. Cleavage within the recognition sequence suggests that the amino acid residues responsible for DNA recognition and cleavage are not separated into different domains---much like the canonical Type IIP REases. The REase Bpu10I (CCTNAGC −5/−2) that recognizes a highly similar target sequence and adopts a similar molecular architecture ([@B58]) is amenable to similar manipulations for the generation of strand-specific nicking variants. BseYI (CCCAGC −5/−2) contains two subunits with 58.3 and 37.1 kDa, respectively, and recognize a target sequence similar to BbvCI's. It is likely that BseYI also belongs to this class of Type IIA REases (R. Morgan and X. Y. Xu, unpublished data).

Class V: half of a catalytic site (phospholipase D-type) per protein chain; act as homodimers on each strand sequentially
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In Mva1269I, nicking of the bottom strand is a prerequisite for cleavage of the top strand. This nick-dependent cleavage of the second strand has also been observed in BfiI (ACTGGG 5/4) ([@B49],[@B50]). BfiI and its isoschizomer BmrI, contains the phospholipase D (PLD) catalytic motif ([@B37]). By attacking the scissile phosphodiester bond directly with a nucleophilic histidine, the PLD-type nucleases do not require metal ions for cleavage. The catalytic site consists of two copies of the HXK motif, where the histidine from one motif acts as a nucleophile that attacks the scissile phosphodiester bond directly, and the histidine from the other HXK motif acts as a proton donor to protonate the 3′ leaving group ([@B59]). In BfiI/BmrI, only one HXK motif is present per protein chain. Therefore, dimerization is needed to generate a complete catalytic site at the dimerization interface ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The cleavage of the two strands of ds-DNA is strictly sequential: the bottom strand is cleaved before the top strand ([@B50],[@B60]). The possibility of oligomerization and hairpin formation for second-strand cleavage has been ruled out, suggesting that ds cleavage is achieved by protein and/or DNA conformation rearrangement. As in other PLD nucleases, the cleavage reaction of BfiI proceeds through a covalent phosphohistidine intermediate where the nucleophilic histidine (His105) from one subunit attacks and is covalently linked to the 5′-phosphate of the cleaved strand, while the histidine from another subunit protonates the hydroxyl of the 3′-leaving group. The covalent phosphohistidine is then attacked by a nucleophilic water molecule activated by His105 of the other subunit to complete the hydrolysis ([@B49]). Whether the histidine from both subunits takes on a different role by chance or each of them serves a specific role was unknown until recently. By creating heterodimeric BfiI variants of WT/H105A and their N-terminal truncations, it was shown that the His105 of the subunit not bound to the recognition sequence acts as a nucleophile to attack both strands, whereas His105 of the subunit bound to the recognition sequence protonates the leaving 3′-group and activates a water molecule to hydrolyze the phosphohistidine intermediate for both strands ([@B61]), implying a change of orientation of the protein between the two cleavage events. Inhibition of this re-orientation mechanism will confirm this hypothesis and probably facilitate the creation of bottom-strand nicking BfiI variants.

The sequential cleavage of the two strands has allowed for verification of the presence of substrate-assisted catalysis ([@B62]). Using bottom-strand nicked substrate with or without the 5′-phosphate at the nicked site, Siksnys and co-workers showed that at pH \< 8.5, the cleavage of the top strand is highly reduced in the presence of the 5′-phosphate ([@B50]). The absence of 5′-phosphate resulted in a overall low cleavage of the top strand. Therefore, it was concluded that the deprotonation of the 5′-phosphate of the bottom strand is required for the cleavage of the top strand, consistent to the substrate-assisted catalysis model ([@B62]).

Homing endonucleases
====================

Homing is the process by which mobile microbial intervening genetic sequences---groups I or II introns or inteins---are duplicated into host genes that lack such a sequence ([@B63; @B64; @B65; @B66; @B67]). This process is induced by a site-specific endonuclease encoded by an ORF harbored within the intervening sequence ([@B68]). The endonuclease specifically recognizes a target sequence corresponding to the intron insertion site and usually generates a double-strand break that is repaired by the cellular DNA-repair machinery, leading to the duplication of the intron and the endonuclease ORF into the target site. However, in the case of both certain naturally occurring and engineered HEases, the generation of a single-strand break appears to be sufficient for homing and/or targeted homologous recombination.

HEase genes are widespread and found within introns and inteins in all biological super-kingdoms; each is associated with a unique host genome (ranging from phage, to cyanobacteria and eubacteria, to single-cell eukaryotes) ([@B69]). In order to promote precise intron transfer and avoid deleterious cleavage of their host genomes, HEases are highly specific to their homing site by recognizing longer DNA sequences (15--37 bp). However, they exhibit sufficient site recognition flexibility to retain genetic mobility in the face of target site variation across diverging host strains. Unlike REases that make side-chain-base contacts to every base within a recognition site, HEases use a strategy in which variable numbers of contacts are made to individual base pairs across a long-target site to achieve overall high specificity but variable recognition fidelity across the site ([@B70]). Target site polymorphism that are tolerated by HEases are strongly correlated with the polymorphism of the sequence of the host target site ([@B71]). In an extreme case, the nicking HEase I-BasI from *Bacillus* phage *Bastille* can bind to and nick the intronless site of the DNA-polymerase gene of both *Bastille* and *SPO1* strain, even though the sequence of the two strains are very different ([@B27]).

HEases can be classified into four major classes based on their structural folds: ββα-metal (includes HNH and His--Cys HEases), GIY-YIG, LAGLIDADG and PD-(D/E)XK. ββα-metal and GIY-YIG HEases are found in both free-standing and intron-associated HEases in phage and in many cases generate single-strand nicks in their DNA target sites ([@B69]). These two folds have also been found and studied in Type IIP REases ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A) ([@B72; @B73; @B74; @B75]) (Mak *et al*., in press). Although having a different structure fold, the catalytic residues of the ββα-metal and GIY-YIG endonucleases are spatially conserved and these enzymes appear to share a very similar single-metal hydrolytic mechanism where a tyrosine or histidine residue acts as an activated base to generate a nucleophilic hydroxylate ion from a water molecule ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B). Figure 3.Comparison of two endonuclease motifs that are heavily represented by monomeric endonuclease domains with significant nicking activity. (**A**) On the left is the DNA-bound catalytic site of the GIY-YIG endonuclease R.Eco29kI; on the right is the DNA-bound catalytic site of the HNH endonuclease R.Hpy99I. The proposed mechanism and overall catalytic architecture is largely the same (with the exception of the substitution of a tyrosine for a histidine for general base), but are grafted onto two completely separate protein fold topologies. The large purple spheres in the structures are bound magnesium ions; the small light blue spheres are the nucleophilic water molecules. (**B**) Postulated mechanisms of phosphodiester bond hydrolysis by the GIY-YIG (left) and HNH (right) nuclease active sites.

The ββα-metal, GIY-YIG and LAGLIDADG catalytic motifs, in the absence of structural embellishments or accessory domains, are relatively non-specific endonucleases, often put to use by phage and bacteria as part of an arsenal of degradative enzymes that can assist in invasion or cellular defense ([@B76],[@B77]). In the case of HEases, the nuclease domains are generally tethered to additional DNA-binding regions ([@B78],[@B79]), and may also contain additional inserted sequence motifs that facilitate target specificity ([@B80]). The presence of the PD-(D/E)XK motif commonly used by REases in HEases is only become apparent recently with the resolution of the crystal structure of I-Ssp6803I in the presence of its target DNA ([@B81]). The structure shows that I-Ssp6803I adapts a tetrameric configuration for binding to the long-homing site but only uses two of the subunits for cleavage of the target homing site.

Naturally occurring nicking HNH HEases
--------------------------------------

The HNH enzymes I-HmuI and I-BasI (isoschizomers encoded within *Bacillus* phage SPO1 and *Bastille*, respectively) have been studied using a combination of mutagenic, biochemical and structural analyses ([@B27],[@B79],[@B82; @B83; @B84; @B85]). These proteins bind to the same DNA sequences and nick the coding strand at the identical position, 3 nt downstream of the eventual intron insertion site: AACGCTCAGCAATTCCCACGT (none/−18) ([@B84],[@B85]).

Although I-HmuI and I-BsaI are isoschizomers, the relative specificities of I-HmuI and I-BasI are slightly different ([@B27]): I-HmuI nicks both intron-minus and intron-plus target sequences from its own genome (*SPO1* phage) with a preference for the intron-minus substrate. In contrast, I-BasI is able to nick the intron-minus target from both host genomes, although the actual homing sites are very difference in sequence ([@B27]). In both cases, it is assumed that the eventual resolution of the enzyme-induced nick, which leads to intron homing, may require DNA replication in order to convert the initial nick into a double-strand break. However, as discussed below, recent studies with engineered LAGLIDADG HEases may indicate that a single-strand break can be recombinogenic under certain conditions.

Sequential cleavage of GIY-YIG HEases
-------------------------------------

The GIY-YIG HEase such as I-TevI possesses one catalytic site per protein chain and largely appears to generate ds breaks. This requires the enzyme to form a transient dimer to create two adjacent active sites (as in Type IIS FokI) or reposition a single-active site on each strand during a single-binding event with its cognate target site ([@B86],[@B87]) (similar to Type IIS BfiI). Both I-TevI and I-BmoI have been reported to undergo a sequential cleavage mechanism where the bottom strand is nicked first, bending the DNA at the nicked site to facilitate the nicking of the top strand ([@B88],[@B89]). By using a bioinformatics and mutagenesis approach to identify highly co-evolved residues, a residue that is involved in the second-cleavage event has been identified in I-BmoI---mutation of Ile70 to Asn leads to the accumulation of a nicked intermediate, which is eventually converted to ds cleavage product over time ([@B90]). More research is needed to understand the role of this residue and the mechanism of sequential cleavage of GIY-YIG HEases in general.

LAGLIDADG HEases and nicking variants
-------------------------------------

LAGLIDADG endonucleases contain two similar core folds of mixed α/β topology, with their namesake sequence motifs forming two α-helices that are packed together at the domain or subunit interface, where they each contribute a catalytic residue to an active site ([@B69]). Two distinct subfamilies of LAGLIDADG endonucleases have been identified. Those that contain a single LAGLIDADG motif per protein chain (such as I-CreI) form homodimers that recognize palindromic and pseudo-palindromic target sites. In contrast, enzymes that contain two motifs per protein chain form asymmetric monomers that recognize correspondingly asymmetric homing sites, with each domain cleaving each of the two strands ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A). Both subclasses of these endonucleases display a canonical two-metal ion mechanism for phosphodiester hydrolysis, with a metal-bound water molecule in each active site appropriately positioned for an in-line hydrolytic attack on the scissile phosphate group ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B) ([@B91]). As well, the two active sites found in the LAGLIDADG enzymes are very closely juxtaposed, and in many cases appear to physically share one bound catalytic metal ion (out of three total) ([@B91; @B92; @B93]). Figure 4.LAGLIDADG endonucleases and engineered nicking I-AniI variant. (**A**) Members of the LAGLIDADG endonucleases exist both as homodimers that recognize, bind and cleave palindromic and near-palindromic DNA-target sequences (such as I-CreI, left side) and monomeric, pseudo-symmetric monomers that recognize and cleave asymmetric DNA-target sequences (such as I-AniI, right side). These latter monomeric endonucleases often display considerable asymmetry in the relative rates of top versus bottom strand cleavage. (**B**) A canonical LAGLIDADG catalytic site positions bound metal ions (green spheres labeled 1′ and 2) within direct contact distance to the oxygen atoms of the scissile phosphate, and then surrounds the nucleophilic water (red sphere) with a shell of ordered water molecules that are positioned, in part, through contacts with side chains of peripheral residues. While the identity of those side chains are only moderately conserved, a glutamine residue and/or a lysine residue are usually found to be involved in these contacts. (**C**) Mutation of these residues in I-AniI generate a variety of behaviors ranging from partial nicking activity (Q171K), to complete conversion to strong nicking activity (K227M; boxed lanes) to a complete loss of endonuclease activity (Q171M/K227M double mutation). Shown on the gel for comparison is activity on the same plasmid substrate by wild-type (WT) I-AniI (which generates a ds break).

Members of the monomeric LAGLIDADG enzyme subfamily often display a significant asymmetry in their rates of cleavage of individual DNA strands within their target sites. The algal endonuclease I-CpaII preferentially nicks the bottom strand of its target site at very low magnesium ([@B94]). The yeast HEase I-SceI has a higher binding affinity for the 3′-DNA half-site, leading to the accumulation of nicked intermediates during the cleavage reaction ([@B95]). The archaeal endonuclease I-DmoI and the fungal enzyme I-AniI have both been shown to preferentially cleave the coding strand of their target sites ([@B96],[@B97]).

The natural tendency of monomeric LAGLIDADG enzymes to cleave one DNA strand more efficiently suggests that cleavage of the two strands is sequential. A wealth of crystallographic and biochemical studies has revealed information about the cleavage mechanism and active-site architecture of LAGLIDADG enzymes. In stark contrast to other endonuclease families, a well-ordered network of solvent molecules, that surround the nucleophilic water moiety, is distributed in a large pocket surrounding the DNA scissile phosphate group. These ordered solvent molecules are positioned and coordinated by several basic residues that line the periphery of the active site. These residues, which appear to be involved in solvent-mediated interactions and proton transfer, are highly diverse chemically and structurally. Mutation of the peripheral residues Gln47 and Lys98 of the homodimeric I-CreI LAGLIDADG endonuclease causes significant reductions in catalytic efficiency with little effect on either overall substrate-binding affinity or the structure of the enzyme-DNA complex ([@B98]). Similar mutations of the monomeric I-AniI result in a variety of catalytic effects, ranging from complete inactivation, to accentuation of their natural tendency to cleave one DNA strand more rapidly than its counterpart, to the formation of highly active nicking enzymes ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C) ([@B99]). Mutation of Lys227 to Met results in high nicking activity, but no significant ds cleavage activity within the experiment conditions ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}C) ([@B99]).

The crystal structures of I-SceI with uncleaved and bottom-nicked substrates suggest a sequential cleavage mechanism that involves the recruitment of a fourth metal ion for second-strand cleavage ([@B100]). Lys223 (corresponds to Lys227 of I-AniI) in the C-terminal catalytic site coordinates the nucleophilic water molecule for the attack of the scissile phosphate of the bottom strand ([@B101]). Lys122 is involved in the water network that coordinates the fourth metal ion and the second nucleophilic water molecule for the cleavage of the top strand ([@B93],[@B100]). Mutations of Lys122 and Lys223 to Ile result in changes of the rate constant of the individual nicking steps such that the K122I mutation suppresses top-strand cleavage whereas the K223I mutation suppresses bottom-strand cleavage, resulting in a bottom-strand nicking and a top-strand nicking variant, respectively ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B101]). Both mutants, however, generate ds break products over extended reaction time. Figure 5.Rate constants of sequential cleavage of I-SceI WT, K122I and K223I mutant. The enzyme-substrate complex (ES) is converted to the enzyme-bottom-nicked intermediate (EN~b~) at a rate constant of *k*~1~ and then to the enzyme-linear product (EL) at a rate constant of *k*~3~. The enzyme-substrate can also be converted to the enzyme-top-nicked intermediate (EN~t~) at a rate constant of *k*~2~ and then to the enzyme-linear product (EL) at a rate constant of *k*~4~. The rate constants for mutants K122I and K223I are represented as folds compared to those of the WT enzyme.

Interactions at the interface of the two catalytic domains also seem to play a role in the ds cleavage activity of LAGLIDADG HEases. Mutation of the domain interface residues of I-DmoI results in a preference to nick than making ds breaks ([@B102]). Given the loosely conserved nature of the peripheral residues in LAGLIDADG active sites and the use of a solvent network for the coordination and deprotonation of the nucleophile rather than a single explicit protein side chain, it seems clear that LAGLIDADG active sites display variable amounts of mechanistic redundancy in their ability to carry out acid/base catalysis. Nonetheless, the overall mutagenic strategy to shift the activity of LAGLIDADG enzymes from DNA cleavage to DNA nicking by mutation of the peripheral and domain interface residues may be generalizable across a wide range of diverse protein scaffolds.

SELECTION METHODS FOR ISOLATION OF NICKING ACTIVITIES
=====================================================

Enzymes that possess two readily identifiable catalytic sites, such as LAGLIDADG HEases, Mva1269I and BtsCI and their group members, are easier subjects for engineering nicking activity. When little is known about the identity of the functional residues, a good selection system is perhaps the most important part of the engineering and selection of nicking activity (and any desired enzymatic properties). Nicked plasmid has a very different electrophoretic mobility than the closed circular ones, and *E. coli* appears to tolerate low-level expression of some NEases in the absence of the cognate methyltransferase (MTase). Nicking variants of SapI have been selected by making use of these properties ([@B53]). A SapI site and a BbvCI site are added to the expression plasmid vector such that sequential nicking by top-strand nicking variants of SapI and Nb.BbvCI will result in a 10-nt 3′-recessive end for ligating to an adaptor for amplification in PCR ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, sequential nicking by bottom-strand nicking variants of SapI and Nt.BbvCI will result in a 4-base 5′-recessive end available for ligation to an adaptor for amplification by PCR. A randomly mutated library of the *sapIR* gene was subjected to transformation of the *E. coli* host cells without the protection of the cognate MTases. The expression plasmid DNA was nicked by the nicking SapI variants *in vivo*. The nicked plasmid DNA was then isolated, gel-purified and subjected to Nt.BbvCI or Nb.BbvCI cleavage. After ligation with the appropriate adaptor, the mutated ORF was amplified and re-cloned into host cells with the cognate MTases. Nicking activity of the SapI mutants were then assayed. Through this selection process, residues that are important for the cleavage of each strand of the ds-target sequence were identified, and top- and bottom-strand nicking-SapI variants were created ([@B53]). This selection method should be generally applicable for engineering nicking activity of other restriction/HEases. Figure 6.Selection for strand-specific SapI nicking variants. The T7 expression vector for *sapIR* (pSAPV6) was modified such that nicking by Nt.SapI/Nb.BbvCI or Nb.SapI/Nt.BbvCI resulted in overhangs that can be ligated to adaptors for PCR amplification. A randomly mutated pSAPV6 *sapIR* library was isolated from an *E. coli* host without the protection from the cognate MTases so that the plasmid vectors that expressed nicking variants of SapI were nicked *in vivo*. The nicked plasmid vector was gel-purified and further nicked by Nt.BbvCI or Nb.BbvCI, followed by ligation to the appropriate ss adaptor (and fill-in for the Nb.SapI/Nt.BbvCI reaction). After PCR amplification, the mutated *sapIR* gene was re-cloned into host cells pre-modified by SapI MTases. Nicking activity was then assayed from the crude extract of induced cultures. T7 promoter is in yellow color, the *sapIR* gene in green, the SapI recognition site in blue and BbvCI recognition site in orange. The cleavage sites of SapI and BbvCI and their nicking variants are indicated by arrows.

APPLICATION OF NEases
=====================

By cleaving a specific strand of dsDNA and leaving the opposite strand intact, NEases open the door to applications that cannot be achieved by ds breaking REases. In conjunction with strand-displacing or nick-translating DNA polymerases, which extend the 3′-recessive end of the nicked site and regenerate the nicking site itself, NEases can amplify specific segments of sample DNA without the need of thermocycling as in EXPAR and related amplification schemes. The same methodology can also be used to introduce fluorescently labeled nucleotides into long/chromosomal DNA *in vitro* for visualization. The implementation of these sample and/or signal amplification schemes can lead to simple but sensitive and specific methods for the detection of target organisms in the field. Finally, NEases can create nicked DNA for *in vivo* gene targeting by inducing homologous recombination. Gaps can be introduced into long DNA molecules for the study of DNA repair and recombination, as well as DNA translocases activity.

The applications described below were designed based on the sequence and strand specificity of the NEases being used. Nonetheless, these applications are general and other NEases can be used as long as the corresponding nicking site is properly located within the DNA.

Amplification of DNA signal
---------------------------

NEases generate nicked DNA with 3′-recessive ends available for extension by strand-displacing DNA polymerases. The nicking site can then be regenerated for the next round of nicking extension without the need of thermocycling. The amplified DNA signal can then be quantified by a variety of detection methods: capillary electrophoresis ([@B103]); reverse-phase liquid chromatography ([@B104],[@B105]); real-time detection of the amplified DNA using DNA-binding fluorescent dyes and real-time thermocycler ([@B106]); or annealing the amplified DNA to complementary sequences conjugated to colloidal gold particles ([@B107]). Several schemes have been developed to amplify specific DNA segments.

In Exponential Amplification Reaction (EXPAR), a short segment of the target analyte DNA (trigger) is amplified using Nt.BstNBI and the strand-displacing Bst DNA polymerase in a linear or exponential mode. An amplification template that incorporates two copies of the sequence complementary to the trigger separated by a BstNBI site circumvents the need of a nicking site in the trigger sequence ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}A). The exponential mode has been shown to achieve a \>100-fold amplification in under 5 min ([@B105; @B106; @B107; @B108]). EXPAR has also been applied to the construction of DNA-based logic gates and circuits (X. L. Wang, personal communication). Figure 7.NEase-dependent amplification. (**A**) EXPAR. In EXPAR, the target analyte DNA (trigger; dark orange) anneals to a synthetic amplification template that contains two copies of the sequence complementary to the target sequence (light orange) separated by a sequence complementary to the BstNBI site (light blue). At an elevated temperature (60°C) Bst DNA polymerase large fragment extends at the 3′-end of the trigger DNA and creates a ds-BtsNBI site (dark blue/light blue) followed by an extra copy of the trigger sequence. The thermostable Nt.BstNBI NEase then nicks the top strand of the BstNBI site. By the combined action of the elevated temperature and the strand-displacing activity of Bst DNA polymerase, the newly synthesized trigger sequence is detached from the amplification template and allows the next cycle of extension to proceed in the linear amplification scheme. In the exponential amplification protocol, the extended-cleaved triggers are removed from the amplification template so that the newly synthesized triggers can start a new cycle of extension-nicking. (**B**) In the extended NEase signal amplification (NESA) scheme that involves multiple temperatures and steps, the initial target-analyte sequence (dark orange) was first amplified by annealing to a padlock DNA designed to close at the target sequence (light blue), followed by ligation of the closed padlock DNA and rolling-circle amplification. The resulting concantemers consist of a tandem repeat of the sequence complementary to a molecular beacon with a BstNBI site (red). The molecular beacon is then allowed to anneal to the concantemers, creating a ds-BstNBI site where Nt.BstNBI nicks the molecular beacon and emits a fluorescent signal. (**C**) Primer generation-rolling circle amplification (PG-RCA). Similar to EXPAR, the amplification template (light orange) consists of a nicking site (red) sandwiched between two copies of the sequence complementary to the target analyte (dark orange). In this particular example, a BsmI site is used. In PG-RCA, the amplification template is made circular for rolling circle amplification. After annealing of the analyte DNA, Vent (exo^−^) DNA polymerase extends the 3′-end and creates a concantemer of BsmI sites sandwiched between the analyte sequences. Multiple annealing of the circular probe to the concatemers creates ds-strand BsmI sites. Nb.BsmI then nicks the concantemer strands and generates multiple copies of the analyte for the next round of rolling circle amplification.

NESA is designed to amplify ss DNA-target sequences. A fluorescently labeled ss-oligonucleotide probe is annealed to the heat-denatured genomic DNA target or other ss DNA sources through prior multiple displacement amplification (MDA) ([@B103],[@B109]). Sequence- and strand-specific nicking was carried out by Nt.AlwNI at 58°C such that the nicked probe dissociates from the template and is subsequently detected by capillary electrophoresis. NESA has been shown to efficiently detect single-copy target from 10 fmol of DNA and distinguish DNA isolated from similar *Bacillus* species ([@B103]). An extended version of NESA incorporates rolling circle amplification of the target DNA and amplification of signal by the use of a molecular beacon ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}B) ([@B110]). The combined amplification has been shown to bring about a detection limit in the femtomolar range ([@B110]). NESA has also been adapted to detect *Streptococcus pyogenes* ([@B111]). A signal amplification method (without target sequence amplification) using Nt.BspD6I and a molecular beacon has also been reported ([@B112]). A NEases mediated DNA Amplification scheme amplifies random ss-DNA fragments through the continuous nicking and extension of nicked DNA by the frequent NEase Nt.CviPII and Bst DNA--DNA polymerase ([@B23]). The ss-DNA generated can be used as the template for NESA.

The primer generation-rolling circle amplification (PG-RCA) scheme makes use of a circular ss DNA probe that contains the complementary sequence of the target DNA and a Nb.BsmI site ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}C). Replication and nicking of the target sequence by Vent (exo^−^) DNA polymerase and Nb.BsmI, respectively, has been shown to amplify the target DNA sequence from ∼60 molecules of *Listeria monocytogenes* genomic DNA ([@B104]).

A detection scheme for human herpes virus by extension at the 3′-ends of vicinal nicks on the virus DNA by Nb.BsmI and Nb.BsrDI has been reported. In this scheme, the NEases generate gaps of 15--25 nt on the target virus DNA. After annealing by gap-specific oligonucleotides with a 3′-flap and immobilization, RCA is used to amplify the signal ([@B113]). Such a detection scheme has been shown to be sensitive and specific, and is expected to be applicable to other viruses such as EBV and HCMV.

In addition to DNA, sequence-specific detection of RNA has also been reported. In this detection scheme, a hairpin DNA probe is designed to open up when annealed to the target RNA sequence. The opening of the probe exposes a sequence complementary to a quenched fluorescent probe with a 5′-fluorophore and a 3′-quencher. Annealing with the quenched probe generates a ds-BbvCI site such that Nb.BbvCI nicks the strand containing quenched fluorescent probe and releases the fluorophore from being quenched ([@B114]). This RNA detection scheme has been shown to be quantitative and not requiring purification of the RNA, and should be applicable to the detection of ss DNA.

Chromosomal DNA bar coding (nanocoding)
---------------------------------------

Sequence-specific nicks generated by NEases can be fluorescently labeled by incorporating fluorescent nucleotides using a nick-translating DNA polymerase. The labeled DNA is then stretched through a nanoslit ([@B115],[@B116]), on a modified glass surface ([@B117]) or on an optical mapping surface ([@B54]) ([Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Single DNA molecule BbvCI maps of BAC ([@B115]), λ DNA and human adenovirus type 2 DNA ([@B117]), BsmI maps of human rhinovirus 14 DNA and human rhinovirus 89 ([@B117]) and BspQI maps of T7 phage DNA ([@B54]) have been produced. This NEase-based nanocoding methodology can become a quick and highly sensitive method to study SNP within nicking sites. For example, the nicking variants of BtsCI (a neoschizomer of FokI) should be useful in nanocoding the FokI polymorphism of the vitamin D receptor in cancer risk assessment ([@B118],[@B119]). Figure 8.NEases dependent nanocoding. (Upper panel) A T7 bacteriophage DNA molecule was nicked by Nt.BspQI. Alexa Fluor 647-dUTP was incorporated by the nick-translating *E. coli* DNA polymerase I. The DNA is stained by YOYO-1 (green) and the nick-translated sites (red) are revealed by FRET signal from the Alexa fluorophore. The white bar indicates 1 µm. (Lower panel) Scale for the T7 bacteriophage DNA in kilobites. The red arrows indicate the orientation of the BspQI sites and the direction of nick translation.

Gene targeting based on homologous recombination
------------------------------------------------

The use of natural and designer zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs) for targeted *in vivo* deletion and insertion through generation of ds breaks has been well studied and exhibits big promise of practical use in gene targeting ([@B120; @B121; @B122]). Recently, strand-specific nicks generated by NEases have also been shown to induce homologous recombination and hence gene insertion ([@B99],[@B123],[@B124]). Adeno-associated virus (AAV) Rep78 and Rep68 proteins that introduce a sequence-specific nick in locus AAVS1 on human chromosome 19 have been shown to induce insertion of a functional 4.1-kb sequence into HeLa cells through homologous recombination ([@B124]). The nicking variant of I-AniI has been shown to stimulate homologous recombination in human T293 cells at an efficiency approximately one-fourth that of the wild-type ds-breaking I-AniI enzyme, both when measuring transient recombination in *cis*, and in assays of recombination of a chromosomal target gene in *trans* ([@B99]). A more recent study using an adenoviral delivery system showed that the I-AniI nickase-induced recombination events do not appear to require subsequent conversion to ds breaks (M. J. Metzger, manuscript in preparation). These nicking enzyme-induced recombination events do not result in significant non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) events and appear to greatly reduce overall cell toxicity when the protein is expressed.

Generation of nicked or gapped substrate for the study of DNA recombination and translocation
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Recombination initiated by nicks or gaps as opposed to ds breaks has not been well-studied largely due to a paucity of reagents that reliably nick DNA in a site-specific fashion. The availability of nicking variants of Type IIS and Type IIA REases and HEases makes it possible to generate nicked or gapped DNA for mechanistic analyses of DNA repair and recombination. By designing two nicking sites close enough on the same strand, nicking of the sites creates an intervening sequence that melts away. Nicked and gapped DNA has been used in the study of DNA mismatch repair mechanism in a mammalian model system ([@B125],[@B126]).

Gapped DNA has also become imperative in the study of the helicase domain of EcoP124I. The ability to generate long-DNA molecules with a ss-DNA gap has facilitated the discrimination of the DNA translocation activity from DNA unwinding activity of the Type I REase ([@B127]). The availability of top- and bottom-nicking variants of BbvCI makes it possible to generate identical DNA molecules with a gap on either the 5′--3′ or 3′--5′ strand for the determination of strand dependence of gap bypass of EcoP124I ([@B127]). These assays are believed to be applicable to other helicases and translocases.

Other applications
------------------

The generation of extendable 3′-recessive ends with the potential of creating long-single-stranded downstream sequence on the opposite strand is a great asset of NEases. By making use of this property, a new sample preparation scheme has been reported for pyrosequencing that allows quantitative genotyping of SNP and gene expression analysis ([@B128]). Also, the 3′-end of the nicked strand directs *E. coli* exonuclease III (Exo III) to degrade the nicked strand specifically but leaving the un-nicked strand intact. For example, pairs of top- and bottom-strand nicking enzymes that recognize the same target site, such as Nt.BspQI/Nb.BspQI and Nt.BtsCI/Nb.BtsCI can generate either Watson or Crick strand from the same plasmid construct in conjunction with Exo III ([@B54]). A heteroduplex reporter plasmid for mismatch repair has been created by this means ([@B129]). Gapped DNA generated by multiple nicks on the same DNA strand allows incorporation of modified nucleotides anywhere within a long-DNA molecules ([@B130]). By putting a nicking site and a restriction site in tandem, long-sticky ends can be created for gene cloning without the need of DNA ligase ([@B131]).

As a neoschizomer to FokI, sequential cleavage of Nt.BtsCI or Nb.BtsCI with wild-type FokI can generate 11-nt 5′ or 9-nt 3′ overhangs, respectively. These overhangs can be ligated to oligonucleotide duplexes that carry single-strand regions complementary to the overhangs for cloning and labeling ([@B51]). The 11-nt 3′-recessive end can also be filled in with fluorescently labeled nucleotides efficiently for the generation of fluorescent probes ([@B51]).

The single-strand nicking activity, combined with the annealing-denaturing with a complementary sequence, has been exploited to create a molecular motor. A nano-motor device that transports a single-stranded cargo DNA along a ds-DNA track using Nb.BbvCI has been reported. In this 'burnt-bridge' strategy, a double-strand DNA track is lined with equally spaced single-stranded stators with sequence complementary to the cargo DNA. Annealing of the cargo DNA to the stators creates a ds-BbvCI site ([@B132]). Nb.BbvCI nicks the stator strand and releases the cargo DNA for annealing to the next stator along the track. The transport is halted by a single-base mismatch at the BbvCI site of the last stator such that the cargo-stator is not nicked.

FUTURE CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
===================================

So much has been learned about the cleavage mechanisms of Types IIS and IIA REases and LAGLIDADG HEases, yet there are still many unknowns. Class III enzymes, for example, have a small subunit that exhibits cleavage activity only in the presence of the large subunit. It remains unclear how this switch happens. Similarly, it is still unclear why the presence of both subunits of the nicking variants of the Class IV BbvCI (a Type IIA REase) is required for nicking to occur, even though only one of them is catalytically active. More research is needed to understand the intricate modulation of cleavage activity of these enzymes.

Just like the ds-breaking parent enzymes, some engineered NEases exhibit star activity. It will be interesting to see if the mutations that bring about low star activity for the parent REases can also lower the star activity of the corresponding NEases.

Nanocoding in its current version can only achieve 0.5-kb resolution between two labeled nicked sites. Improvement of fluorescence imaging techniques can achieve higher resolution (\<100 bp) for more precise determination of genetic mutations and multiple nicking site profiling.

The fusion of the methyl-binding domain (MBD) of human MeCP2 ([@B133; @B134; @B135]) with the DNA-cleavage domain of BmrI (Class V) or FokI (Class I) had been shown to cleavage 5mCpG sequences preferentially over unmodified DNA ([@B136]). This study suggests that it is possible to generate NEases specific to 5mCpG by tethering the MBD of 5mCpG-binding proteins such as hMeCP2 and MBD2b ([@B137; @B138; @B139]) to an active DNA-nicking domain, such as those from Class III enzymes (i.e. Nb.BtsI, Nb.BsrDI). The availability of such 5mCpG-specific NEases will be of tremendous value in the study of epigenetics as reagents for signal amplification and nanocoding. The nicking domain of Class III enzymes may also be tethered to DNA-recognition domains, such as zinc fingers and transcription factors, to create custom-specific NEases that can make nicks close enough *in vivo* to create ds breaks for gene targeting.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
==================

Canonical Type IIP REases combine their DNA-binding and DNA-cleavage residues into one catalytic domain. Obligatory homodimerization results in cleavage of both DNA strands of ds-DNA at the equivalent positions of palindromic sequences. Type II REases that recognize asymmetric sequences, Types IIS and IIA REases, in particular, use a variety of strategies to recognize non-palindromic target sites and cleave at variable distances, as revealed by intensive research in the last decade. These include the use of two catalytic sites to cleave each of the strands of ds-DNA and cleavage of each of the strands sequentially using the same catalytic site. The study of the cleavage mechanism of the former case has resulted in useful NEases. LAGLIDADG HEases, such as I-SceI and I-AniI, also use two catalytic sites for cleavage of the each of two strands of ds-DNA target. Studies of their cleavage mechanisms have also resulted in nicking variants useful for gene targeting among others.

NEases open a new door of application not achievable by REases that make ds breaks. The nicks created by NEases can be directly fluorescently labeled by nick translation, allowing for nanocoding of chromosomal and virus DNA. Gaps created by multiple nicks can be used to incorporate modified nucleotides into long DNA molecules. Combined with strand-displacing DNA polymerases, such as Bst DNA polymerase and ϕ-29 DNA polymerase, the nick generates a 3′-extendable end for the amplification of target DNA in a sequence-specific or non-specific manner. Lastly, NEases can also generate sequence-specific nicks and gaps for the study of DNA repair and recombination and DNA translocation.

NEases have only been commercially available in the last few years and the selection of sequence specificity is still limited. However, with the information already available on the cleavage mechanisms of various classes of Type IIS and Type IIA REases and LAGLIDADG HEases, more engineering effort will result in a wider selection of NEases specificity for a broader application in molecular medicine and biotechnology.
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